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ETH = EOH + E'H = sinh • EON + E'H (1) 
hH = 10H + 1dH = sinh・10N+1'H (2) 
KT = ETH/(Eo・sinh) (3) 
KlT = 1TH/(Io・sinh) (4) 
Ko EOH/(Eo・sinh) (5) 











































KID = -0.43+ 1.43K庁 (Kη~Kρ(7)
KID = (2.277-1.258sinh+O.2396sin' h) Krr' 
(KIT<Kρ(8) 


















KID = 1.23・KrH-0.23 (Kπ孟K，p) 0) 
KID = (6.4573-0.2144・h+0.∞33・h') • Krr' 
(Kπ<Krr) (11) 
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A = 0.9117+0.0984・h-0.0021・h2 04) 
Ko = 0.3080-0.0173・h)・KT3
(KT<Kp) 叩
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The authors have been suggesting the integrated daylighting method taking account of direct sunlight. For the 
prediction of indoor illuminance of daylight with the said method， the illuminance data including direct sunlight 
data required. 
百lepurpose of this study is to find the relationship between global illuminance of daylight and direct component 
of it to estimate direct sunlight illuminance only global illuminance in any sky conditions by analizing the data of 
global i1luminance of daylight and difuse skylight illuminance observed at latitude 35035'N， longitude 135035'E. 
As the statistical analysis showed the possibilties of estimating the direct component only from global illuminance 
of daylight， the regression model expressed by a combination of linear and cubic equations， inwhich direct component 
is expressed directly as the functions of global illuminance， was presented. 
( 5) 
